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Fall Prevention & Patient Monitoring Equipment

Follow the steps below to set-up your falls equipment:
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Check that the ‘Alarm 
Set’ numbers on each item 
match

To deactivate SLEEP mode 
PRESS & hold RESET until LCD 
shows ‘ON’. it will now appear 
as a blue tile ‘test pad’ in its 
store location.

Move SET to correct bed place:
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1. Double tap the tile where the current SET is and a pop-up box will appear.
2. Tap arrow on side of the dropdown boxes to select preferred DEVICE, ROOM & BED no. 
3. Tap save.
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The correct 
bed place will 
now display 
TEST PAD

Test Set
1. Apply pressure to the pad
2. The bedside monitor will flash 
intermittent and the platform 
will display bed/chair occupied. 

Trigger alarm

Reset alarm at the bedside
1. Reapply pressure to pad or press 
     resEt on the Companion monitor. 

Position pads & mount                    
bedside monitor at foot of bed

1. Release pressure from the pad.
2. An audible and visual alert will be      
     displayed on the screen and a 
     duplicated alert on the staff pagers.
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9 once patient is discharged follow the instructions from step 3.
1. double tap on current alarm location
2. select:
 device dropdown = kit (always)
 room/area = store
 bed/unit = correct set number as on the device
3. press save
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sleep mode
1. press & hold pause & reset on the companion at the same time     
     (5 seconds) until you hear a double beep & ‘sl’ appears on the   
     screen.
2. return to storage facility once cleared. 
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1. Position pad at hips across width of bed. 
2. Seat Sensor Pad - can be placed over or    
     underneath chair cushion. 
3. Test pads at bedside - apply pressure & 
     listen for beeps. Release pressure & 
     listen for alarm tone. 


